General Conditions of Use

ASOCIACION DE INVESTIGACION METALURGICA DEL NOROESTE (hereinafter, AIMEN) is the titleholder of the webpage: http://www.aimen.es/

1) IDENTIFYING DETAILS: In compliance with the information duty contained in article 10 of the Information Society and E-Commerce Services Act 34/2002, of 11th July, the titleholder company of this webpage is AIMEN, with address in c/ Relva 27 A, 36410 TORNEIROS-PORRIÑON (Pontedeume), with C.I.F (Tax Identification Code): G36606291, entered in the General Register of Associations of the Ministry for Internal Affairs under general number 6242 and contact email aimen@aimen.es This e-mail address is being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to view it This e-mail address is being protected from spam bots, you need JavaScript enabled to view it, and telephone number 986344000.

2) USER: Access and/or use of said AIMEN website attributes the condition of USER, who accepts, from said access and/or use, the General Conditions of Use contained herein. Said Conditions shall be applied independently of the General Contracting Conditions which may be compulsory.

3) USE OF THE PORTAL: The AIMEN website provides access to different information, services, programmes and data on the Internet belonging to AIMEN or their licence holders to which the USER may have access. The USER accepts responsibility for the use of the PORTAL. Said responsibility covers the registration which may be necessary in order to access certain services or contents. In said registration the USER shall be responsible for providing accurate and lawful information. As a result of this registration, the USER may be provided with a password for which they are responsible, undertaking to use it diligently and confidentially.

The USER undertakes to use the contents and services properly, and not to use them to (a) perform illegal or unlawful activities, or those which go against good faith and public order; (b) to spread views which are racist, xenophobic, illegal-pornographic, support terrorism or against human rights; (c) to cause harm to the physical or logical systems of AIMEN, its suppliers or third parties, to introduce or spread on the internet computer viruses or any other physical or logical systems which could cause harm to the above; (d) to try to access and, if applicable, use the email accounts of other users and to modify or manipulate their messages.

AIMEN reserves the right to remove any comments and contributions which infringe the respect for people's dignity, which are discriminatory, xenophobic, racist, pornographic, against children, public order or security or which, in its opinion, are not appropriate for publication.

4) INTELLECTUAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY: AIMEN itself or as assignee, is titleholder of all of the intellectual and industrial property rights of its webpage, as well as all of the elements contained therein (by way of example, images, sounds, audio, video, software and texts; trademarks or logotypes, colour combinations, structure and design, selection of used materials, computer programmes necessary for its operation, access and use, etc.), owned by AIMEN or their licence holders.

The USER undertakes to respect the Intellectual and Industrial Property rights owned by AIMEN. They can view the elements on the website and even print, copy and store them on their computer's hard drive or in any other physical support provided that it is only and exclusively for their personal and private use, and it is therefore absolutely prohibited to transform, distribute, publicly communicate, make available or any other form of operation, as well as its modification, alteration or decompilation. The USER must refrain from deleting, altering, evading or manipulating any protection device or security system which may be installed in the pages of AIMEN.

5) EXCLUSION FROM GUARANTEES AND LIABILITY: AIMEN is not in any way liable for any type of damages which may be caused, by way of example by: errors or omissions in the contents, lack of availability of the portal or the transfer of viruses or malicious or harmful programmes in the contents, despite the fact that it has adopted the technological measures necessary to avoid it.

6) MODIFICATIONS: AIMEN reserves the right to make without prior notice the modifications which it considers appropriate to its websites, and can change, withdraw or add both the contents and the services which are provided therein as well as the manner in which they are presented or situated on its websites.

7) USE OF COOKIES: AIMEN can use cookies to personalise and optimise the USER's navigation through its websites. The cookies are only associated to an anonymous USER and their computer and do not provide references which allows for the USER's personal details to be deduced. The USER can set up their web browser to notify and reject the installation of the cookies sent by AIMEN, without this affecting the USER's possibility to access the Contents.

8) LINKS: In the event that the websites have links or hyperlinks to other Internet sites, AIMEN shall not exercise any type of control over said sites and contents.

Under no circumstances shall AIMEN accept any liability for the contents of any link belonging to an external website, or guarantee the technical availability, quality, reliability, accuracy, extent, truthfulness, validity and constitutionality of any material or information contained in any of said hyperlinks or other Internet sites.

Furthermore, the inclusion of these external connections shall not imply any type of association, merger or participation with the connected entities.
Although the links are regularly supervised so that it does not happen, in the event that any user or third party considers that the content or the services provided by the linked pages is unlawful, against the constitutional values or principles, or harm the assets or rights of the user or a third party, please immediately communicate this to AIMEN.

9) RIGHT OF EXCLUSION: AIMEN reserves the right to refuse or withdraw access to its websites and/or its offered services without the need for prior notice, on its own initiative or that of a third party, to those users which breach these General Conditions of Use.

10) GENERAL COMMENTS: AIMEN shall pursue breach of these conditions and any improper use of its website, exercising all civil and criminal actions which may legally correspond.

11) MODIFICATION OF THESE CONDITIONS AND DURATION: AIMEN can at any time modify these conditions, which shall become as published herein.

These conditions shall be valid as exhibited and shall be valid until modified by others which are duly published.

12) APPLICABLE LEGISLATION AND JURISDICTION: The relationship between AIMEN and the USER shall be governed by the current Spanish regulations and any dispute shall be submitted to the Courts and Tribunals of the city of Vigo.